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Abstract

Data-driven learning (DDL) involves learners exploring corpora to discover language rather than ‘being taught’. This is claimed to have a number of advantages, and while empirical evidence to date is encouraging, it is less conclusive than might be hoped – partly, it is argued, as it tends to focus on short-term goals by testing knowledge and retention of selected language items covered. It may be, however, that the real advantages of DDL lie in longer-term benefits, cognitive/constructivist as well as purely linguistic; in addition to ‘incidental’ learning and greater learner autonomy, these include language awareness and noticing ability, all of which are more difficult to assess.

This paper reports on a medium-term experiment comparing noticing skills between experimental and control groups of lower-intermediate learners of English in an architecture school in France. The control groups were taught in the usual way, while the last 15 minutes of the experimental classes were given over to exploring the British National Corpus online, with learners working in pairs on specific language points. Both experimental and control groups were tested after 12 weeks – not on the language points covered, but on their sensitivity to other language items in a previously unseen text.

The time-frame of the present experiment is not enough to allow the full effects of DDL to be revealed, but does provide some indication that its main advantages go well beyond the short-term learning outcomes generally examined in current research. If further long-term work can confirm these findings, it might go some way towards helping DDL to reach a wider audience.

1. Introduction

For over two decades, researchers (e.g. Johns 1991) have been promoting the use of electronic corpora in language learning. In its most common form, learners use concordance lines such as in Figure 1 to detect the common, probable patterns of usage in context, concentrating on collocation, colligation, frequency, distribution, and so on. A number of studies have attempted to evaluate some aspect of this ‘data-driven learning’ (DDL) approach: in a survey of 20 such research projects, Boulton (forthcoming) finds that the results are generally encouraging, but rarely overwhelmingly positive. It is notable that the research is often designed around short-term returns on predefined language items; in other words, many of them

attempt to show that practical and logistical barriers (cf. Boulton 2009a) can be overcome under the right circumstances – especially given enthusiastic teachers with sufficient resources. However, it might be that the main advantages of DDL lie more in its long-term effects (Chan & Liou 2005: 241; Yoon 2008): developing a range of essential cognitive processes, increasing language sensitivity and ability to cope with authentic language, enhancing motivation due to greater learner-centeredness, and adopting a more ‘naturalistic’ approach to patterns (as opposed to rules) coupled with an interactive, discovery approach fosters better language learning ability on the whole, leading to greater autonomisation for lifelong learning. If aspects such as these do represent the main strengths of DDL, then studies that do not address them directly clearly have their limitations.

Figure 1. Concordance of depend. http://corpus.byu.edu/bnc/

This paper focuses on one potential long-term advantage, namely in promoting noticing skills, a feature frequently mentioned in the DDL literature (e.g. Allan 2009; Aston 2001; Bernardini 1997; Bondi 2001; Gabrielatos 2005; Johns 1997; Johns et al. 2008; Mauaran 2004; Meunier & Gouverneur 2009; O’Sullivan 2007; Pérez-Paredes & Cantos-Gomez 2004; Thompson 2002; Yoon 2008). Noticing is also present in many DDL materials (e.g. McKay 1980; Johns 1991; Bowker & Pearson 2002; Thurston & Candlin 1997; Tribble & Jones 1997), whereas Meunier and Gouverneur (2009: 195) find it is often absent in more traditional materials. Indeed, Carter (1998: 51) claims that communicative teaching on the whole “has not encouraged in students habits of observation, noticing, or conscious exploration.” While traditional deductive approaches may allow the teacher to ‘do the noticing for the learner’, inductive approaches are entirely dependent upon

1 In this context, it refers mainly to spontaneous noticing by the learners, rather than teacher-directed focus on form.
noticing (see Schaffer [1989] for a comparison), and DDL is largely inductive in nature. Of course, DDL has no monopoly on noticing: on the whole, it is implicit at some level in virtually all approaches, especially where the focus is on learning (featuring problem-solving, discovery learning, task-based or process-oriented approaches, for example) rather than teaching. Cook (2001) even claims that it is an advantage of invented sentences that they do promote noticing. Noticing is closely related to a number of other features, such as focus on form, consciousness, language awareness, sensitisation, and so on. It is particularly associated with Schmidt (1990), who claimed that it preceded understanding; but unlike understanding, “noticing is the necessary and sufficient condition for converting input to intake” (p. 129). While we may learn, know and use language effectively without conscious understanding, noticing is essential – or at least, “more noticing leads to more learning” (Schmidt 1994: 18). Also Schmidt (2001); Gass (1997); though see Robinson (1997) for a contrary view.

2. Method

This study involved the participation of 59 students (average age just over 20; 48% women) in their second year of architecture studies in France – 34 in experimental groups (EG), 25 in control groups (CG). Their main motivations are for architecture and not languages: despite eight years of English, their levels of proficiency are fairly low (averaging about 450 points on an in-house TOEIC, i.e. about A2–B1 on the CEFR) – hence the relevance of a new approach, a claim made by Boulton (2010). The primary objective is to score at least 650 points on the TOEIC by the end of the following year. To this end, the common language programme focuses on listening skills (in the computer room) as well as reading (mainly grammar and vocabulary). Conditions for both were essentially the same: a total of 30 hours of English in 90-minute weekly classes on the same days and times, with the same materials, facilities and evaluations, but different teachers. For the EG only, the last 10-20 minutes of class time was devoted to corpus-based activities in the computer room; due to various constraints, this was on an irregular basis for only 12 of the classes, a total time of about 3 hours. Students worked in pairs of their own choice, using Davies’ (2004) interface to the British National Corpus. In an attempt to integrate the DDL activities and make them relevant to the learners’ immediate concerns as recommended by Somogyi (1996), all DDL language points covered arose during class, either in the current week, or as revision / reinforcement from the previous week, or preparation for the following week. As time was at a premium and the same core syllabus had to be completed as for the other classes, it was not possible to offer extensive training. Rather, after a brief 5-minute introduction the first time, detailed

instructions for each DDL activity were printed out; examples are given in Figure 2. This of course limits the students’ autonomy, but means they can start corpus consultation on relevant points immediately, and by the end of the course should be sufficiently familiar with the procedures to undertake further corpus work on their own should they so wish.

### HUNDRED(S) (OF)

| a) Is it possible to have a number with a plural (e.g. hundreds)? Try the NEWS section for hundred and hundreds. Is either followed by of? What do you conclude? |
| b) Compare with thousand, million, billion; then ten and dozen – any differences? How would you translate each in French? |

### PASSIVES

| a) | Search only in NEWS for is said; how would you translate this in French? What structure(s) typically follow it? |
| b) | What would you call is said: present continuous, present perfect, present passive, present simple? |
| c) | Try for the following verbs (be + past participle); do they all exhibit the same usage? Which are the most frequent? believe, expect, know, report, suppose, think. |

At the end of the course, the EG learners completed a questionnaire, the results of which are reported in Boulton (2009b) where the focus was on learning styles. Additionally, learners in both CG and EG were given a short test to assess their spontaneous noticing skills. As there is no standard procedure for assessing noticing (Williams 2005: 681), the activities were designed around a familiar support, a short (345-word) newspaper article with a business focus on a topic previously covered by all students. The participants were told they would have 5 minutes to read the text, which would subsequently be retrieved before they answered questions on it. The first focus-on-form (FOF) question type simply required them to remember which of two words had been used in the text, each pair having similar form (e.g. achievable / available) or similar meaning (e.g. March / January). The second focus-on-meaning (FOM) question type asked them to choose the best translation of a word from the text (e.g. squeeze: satisfaire, contraindre, commencer, accroître). Crucial for the purpose of noticing here is the fact that none of the language points selected had been overtly covered during the course, and the learners did not know what type of questions they would be asked (cf. Hulstijn 1997).

2 “Mortgage lending increases but remains historically low”. Sandra Haurant. 14/04/09. http://www.guardian.co.uk
The results of the experiment are given in Table 1, with the mean scores, standard deviation and results of a two-tailed $p$-test for the experimental and control groups for each question type. The EG performed better than the CG on both question types, especially for FOM. However, the differences in neither case were statistically significant. Combining both sets of data increases the statistical difference, but this is still not significant at the usual levels on a two-tailed paired t-test ($p>0.05$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th></th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th></th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EG</td>
<td>CG</td>
<td></td>
<td>EG</td>
<td>CG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOF</td>
<td>14.91</td>
<td>14.04</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOM</td>
<td>5.59</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>20.50</td>
<td>18.84</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Experiment results.

3. Conclusions

This paper reports on a simple experiment designed to test whether the processes involved in basic corpus consultation lead to medium-term benefits in noticing skills. The experimental group does indeed seem to improve more than the control group, but the difference does not meet the standard levels of significance. The constraints of the course limited the corpus work possible, in terms of overall time spent (about 3 hours), the length of each session (10-20 minutes including time lost for various reasons) and the irregular rhythm (roughly once every two weeks on average). Although Flowerdew (2008) claims short sessions may be preferable, the learners in the study by Gan et al. (1996) would have preferred full two-hour classes. The time constraints also ruled out significant training, and it may be that “noticing things in corpus data is an acquired skill even for linguistically relatively sophisticated learners” (Mauranen 2004: 99). The lack of training also inhibited more autonomous work (though see Boulton 2009c), and the activities conducted thus had to be tightly controlled; this further limits student input, with (one might suppose) a concomitant reduction in motivation during the process and reduced impact on noticing skills. Although these limitations are likely to be typical of many language classrooms where limited time can be devoted to alternative approaches, especially in a computer laboratory, the modest improvement does suggest that greater benefit would be recorded from longer and more in-depth corpus work. In short, if a little DDL leads to a modest improvement, then more DDL might lead to more substantial differences.
The overall evidence to date shows that DDL can bring immediate benefits, but these are relatively small, and there is a case to be made that its real advantages lie in longer-term outcomes. The present study suggests that for DDL to fulfil its potential in promoting substantial long-term benefits, occasional short sessions are not enough. While it seems reasonable to suppose that more time spent in corpus work would lead to more significant improvement, DDL is not an entire method, and in most contexts will vie for class time with other materials and techniques. The question then turns from whether it is effective, to whether it is an efficient use of learners’ time over long periods. An alternative but equally important step forward will be to see how DDL can be used outside the classroom, a possibility largely untested to date (Chambers 2007: 13).
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